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Overview 

 
The total value of merchandise imports grew by 
6.8 percent to $288.18 million for the first quarter 
ended March 2020 compared to the $269.78 million 
recorded in March 2019. This performance reflected 
a 6.9 percent growth in the value of imported non-
petroleum goods, along with a 6.1 percent increase 
in imports of petroleum and petroleum-related 
goods. 
 

There was growth for most SITC categories, 
particularly food and live animals, crude materials, 
inedible, except fuels, miscellaneous manufactured 
articles and chemicals and related products which 
reflected increases of 7.7 percent, 89.7 percent, 5.8 
percent and 14.1 percent, respectively. However, 
commodities and transactions not classified elsewhere 
declined by 14.7 percent for the review quarter 
over the corresponding quarter of 2019.  
 

 
Table 1. Merchandise Imports by Broad Economic 

Classification (BEC) (Rev 4) 

 

 
 
Analysis of imports by Broad Economic 
Classification (BEC) showed that growth was 
recorded in all the major categories, except goods not 
elsewhere specified, which declined by 37.6 percent.  
Significant growth was recorded in imports of 
capital and intermediate goods by 19.8 and 6.7 
percent, respectively (see Table 1).  Imports of 
consumer goods grew by 7.4 percent for the first 
quarter of 2020. 
 

In terms of imports by source country, the USA, 
U.K., Switzerland and Canada recorded notable 
increases, while goods imported from Germany 
and Cuba contracted for the review quarter (see 
Table 3). 
 
 

Imports by Category 
 

Imports of food and live animals grew by 7.7 
percent ($3.7 million), largely on account of the 
increased importation of meat and meat preparations, 
cereal and cereal preparations and dairy products and 
birds eggs by 22.7 percent, 18.6 percent and 8.9 
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percent, respectively. Additionally, there was a 10.5 
percent increase in Fish (not marine mammals), 
crustaceans, molluscs and aquatic invertebrates, and 
preparations thereof. (see Table 2 and Table 5). 
 
Crude materials, inedible, (except fuel) imports 

grew by 89.7 percent ($3.7 million), which reflected 
increases in crude fertilizer by $1.93 million as well as 
cork and wood manufactures by $1.1 million.  
 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles imports 

recorded growth of 5.8 percent ($3.30 million), 
reflecting increases in miscellaneous manufactured 
articles, n.e.s by 20.4 percent and furniture and parts 
thereof by 10.5 percent. The growth in imports of 
these items were partially offset by the 6.8 percent 
reduction in imports of articles of apparel and clothing 
accessories, whilst imports of photographic apparatus, 
equipment and supplies n.e.s., footwear, and 
professional, scientific and controlling instruments and 
apparatus declined by 7.1 percent, 22.0 percent and 
5.0 percent, respectively.  
 
Chemicals and related products, n.e.s. increased by 
14.1 percent ($2.7 million) over the corresponding 
quarter of 2019. This reflected growth in several 
items such as essential oils (19.9%), chemical materials 
and products, n.e.s. (33.1%) and medicinal and 
pharmaceutical products (8.8%). Additionally, 
inorganic chemicals grew significantly by $359.8 for the 
quarter under review. In contrast, there were 
reductions of 7.9 and 14.4 percent in the importation 
of plastics in non-primary form and fertilizers (other 
than those of group 272), respectively. 
 

 
Manufactured goods classified chiefly by 
materials recorded growth of 7.5 percent ($2.4 
million) to settle at $34.9 million for the first quarter 
of 2020. This reflected increases in non-metallic 
mineral manufactures, n.e.s. (30.6%), iron and steel of 
metals (24.2%) and manufactures of metals n.e.s, by 1.6 
percent. In contrast, there were declines in non-
ferrous metals (32.1%), rubber manufactures, n.e.s 
(5.2%) and textile yarn, fabrics, made-up articles, n.e.s., 
and related products by 0.8 percent.   
Machinery and transport equipment imports grew 
by 2.1 percent ($1.3 million) for the January to 
March 2020 quarter. This increase was primarily 

driven by the growth in imports of road vehicles 
(including air-cushion vehicles) by 16.2 percent as well 
as machinery specialized for particular industries which 
grew by 39.8 percent. Also contributing to the 
growth was the 7.7 percent increase in imports of 
general industrial machinery and equipment, n.e.s., and 
machine parts, n.e.s. for the quarter.  
 
Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes 
recorded growth of 16.7 percent to $0.7 million due 
to the 14.7 percent rise in the importation of fixed 
vegetable fats and oils, crude, refined or fractionated. 
 
Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials 
reached $32.5 million, an increase of 6.1 percent. 
This growth was driven mainly by the increase in 
the volume of fuel imports, notwithstanding the fall 
in prices on the international market.  
 
Beverage and Tobacco recorded marginal growth 
by 0.05 percent. This occurred as a result of the 24.9 
percent growth in imports of tobacco and tobacco 
manufactures which was partially offset by the 3.7 
percent reduction in imports of beverages. The fall in 
beverages imported occurred as a result of the 
decline in imports of wines, beer, rum and whisky. 
However, the imports of water (both mineral and 
aerated) increased for the quarter.   
 
In contrast to the above increases, imports of 
commodities and transactions not classified 
elsewhere dipped by 14.7 percent relative to the 
same quarter in 2019. The decline reflected reduced 
imports of non-monetary gold by 39.3 percent as well 
as a 97.2 percent reduction in imports of coin (other 
than gold coin), not being legal tender.  
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Chart 2. Percentage distribution of Imports by SITC, January-March 2020 

 

2020 2020 2020 2020 2019 2019 2019 2019 %

Section JAN FEB MAR Qtr 1 JAN FEB MAR Qtr 1 Change

Food and live animals 17.35         17.19         18.08         52.62           16.51         15.15         17.19         48.85           7.7%

Beverages and tobacco 2.92            3.66            3.45            10.03           2.92            3.54            3.56            10.02           0.0%

Crude materials, inedible, except fuels 4.15            1.36            2.19            7.70              1.16            1.32            1.58            4.06              89.7%

Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes 0.15            0.12            0.19            0.46              0.14            0.12            0.14            0.39              16.7%

Chemicals and related products, n.e.s. 6.27            6.50            9.04            21.81           6.39            6.12            6.61            19.12           14.1%

Manufactured goods classified chiefly by material 12.72         9.36            12.82         34.89           11.64         9.81            11.02         32.46           7.5%

Machinery and transport equipment 22.73         19.82         21.54         64.08           23.96         17.98         20.81         62.76           2.1%

Miscellaneous manufactured articles 23.29         17.74         19.09         60.12           19.68         18.66         18.48         56.82           5.8%

Commodities and transactions not classified 

elsewhere in the SITC 1.62            0.79            1.57            
3.98              

2.16            1.32            1.18            
4.67              -14.7%

Non-Petroleum Products 91.20         76.53         87.96         255.69         84.56         74.01         80.57         239.15         6.9%

Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials* 11.54         10.17         10.79         32.50           11.71         16.51         2.42            30.64           6.1%

Total 102.73    86.70      98.75      288.18     96.27      90.52      82.99      269.78     6.8%

* Also referred to as petroleum and related oils

 Table 1. Merchandise Imports by Standard International 

Trade Classification (SITC)(Rev 4), CI$Millions
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For the quarter ending March 2020, the overall 
increase in the value of goods imported was 
driven by the 4.8 percent or $10.97 million 
growth in imports from the USA (see Table 3), 
Cayman’s leading trading partner. Total 
imports from the USA was valued at $240.95 
million, compared to $229.98 million in 2019. 
This outturn reflected an increase in the value 
of road vehicles, petroleum and petroleum 
related products, as well as meat and meat 
preparations from that country.  

 
Cayman’s imports from the United Kingdom 
grew from $3.80 million to $6.63 million, 
mainly due to higher imports of miscellaneous 
manufactured goods, non-monetary gold and  
medicinal and pharmaceutical products. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
There was an increase in imports from 
Switzerland by $1.59 million to settle at $3.04 
million. This was largely due to higher 
purchases of watches, clocks and some 
photographic apparatus and equipment. 

 
Imports from Canada grew by $1.42 million 
reflecting increased imports of crude 
fertilizers; machinery specialized for 
particular industries as well as general 
industrial machinery and equipment. 

 

The 17.0 percent growth in imports from 
Jamaica was due to the importation of 
furniture and parts, iron and steel as well as 
non-metallic mineral manufactures such as 
cement and ceramic tiles. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Imports by Countries of Origin 
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Analysis of imports by Broad Economic 
Categories (BEC) or final use shows that all 
major categories, except capital goods, parts 
and accessories, recorded growth during the 
first quarter of 2020 (see Table 4 below). 

 

Industrial supplies recorded growth of 14.6 

percent, reflecting growth in both processed 
and primary industrial supplies by 8.4 percent 
and 126.5 percent, respectively. 
 
Consumer goods not elsewhere specified 
grew by 9.4 percent to $68.2 million with the 
increase reflected in both durable and non-
durable goods by 23.2 percent and 22.6 percent, 
respectively. In contrast, imports of semi-
durable goods fell by 10.3 percent for the first 
three months of 2020. 
 
The 14.6 percent growth in Transport 

equipment, parts and accessories thereof was 
driven by the $2.1 million increase in other 

industrial transport equipment whilst parts 
and accessories of transport equipment grew 
by $1.2 million for the review quarter.  
 
Food and Beverages grew by 6.2 percent 
primarily from the increase in processed food 
for household consumption by 5.7 percent for 
the quarter. Primary food and beverage 
imports were higher by 5.3 percent due to the 
increased purchase in primary food mainly for 
household consumption which grew by 4.8 
percent. 
 
Capital goods and parts and accessories, by 
BEC, recorded a marginal reduction of 1.9 
percent, reflecting the reduction in parts and 
accessories of capital goods $4.58 million 
(35.5%). This was partially offset by the growth  
in capital goods (except transport equipment) 
by $3.8 million (13.7%). 

 

Imports by Broad Economic Categories 
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The Foreign Trade Statistics is produced by the Economics and Statistics Office (ESO).   
 
System of Trade 

The “General Trade System” is the system of coverage used in the tabulation of merchandise in this 
report. Under this system, all goods entering the Cayman Islands are recorded as imports while all goods 
leaving the country are recorded as exports. 

 
Coverage 

This report covers merchandise trade of good imported only.  Trade- in- services are not included. 
Included in this report are: 
• Returned goods, used goods, waste scrap, bunker, stores ballast and dunnage  
• Estimates of good acquired by travellers, for their own use which falls below the Custom threshold. 

 
Excluded are goods in transit or other trans-shipments not destined for the Cayman Islands’ market, 
monetary gold and bullion, bank notes and coins in circulation. 

 
Valuation 

All values are shown in Cayman Islands dollars (CI$). Imports are valued at cost, insurance and freight 
(c.i.f) which is the value up to the time of delivery at the port. It includes incidental charges but excludes 
customs or any other duty paid on arrival.  

 
Sources  

The merchandise import statistics are primarily obtained from the computerized records maintained by 
the Customs Department.  These records are based on documents on the importation of goods as 
completed by importers, or their agents who are required to record the appropriate statistical tariff code 
using the Cayman Islands   
 

Customs Tariff Law (2017 Revision) (CTL) 

 The CTL is based on the Harmonised System Harmonised Commodity Description and Coding System 

(sixth edition, 2017) of the World Customs Organization (WCO). 

 
Classification 

The task of the ESO, therefore, is mainly to incorporate and check the credibility of the data, and convert 
them into classification systems that can be useful for analysis. The process of classification is a time-
intensive, laborious task as there have been a significant number of goods that are not classified or 
misclassified. The objective of the classification process has been to minimize the number of such cases; 
over the years, the number of commodities that are not classified by HS codes has diminished. In addition 
to the classification by SITC codes, ESO also classifies all imported commodities by Broad Economic 
Category (BEC) based on international guidelines issued by the United Nations (UN). 

                             Methodology, Explanatory Notes and Definitions        
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Beginning in the first quarter of 2018 and for comparative quarters, the data obtained from Customs is 
converted to the Standard International Trade Classification (Revision 4). Additionally, the imports are 
also classified by the Broad Economic Category (Revision 4).  In previous publications, SITC (Rev 3) and 
BEC (Rev 4) were used by the ESO. 

 
Limitations 

In the Cayman Islands, several import documents do not provide codes or provide improper codes. Over 
the years, this issue required the ESO to verify codes and provide missing ones vigilantly. 
ESO continues to review the imports data to improve the accuracy, reliability and proper classification of 
the data.  

 
Full details of the quantity and value of all imports are not available. This will require an upgrade of the 
current administrative system based at the Cayman Islands Customs Department. At present, only a small 
proportion of commodities have both quantity and value of imports. It must be noted that the goods may 
not always be recorded they arrive on Island, but when the declarations are logged at Customs.  Thus, there 
may be included some goods which arrived at the end of the previous period but are accounted for in 
the current period. 
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